BPYO 23-24 Season Calendar

* August 18 - 19: Symphonic Orchestra Retreat (see handbook for full schedule)
* August 25 - 26: Concert Orchestra Retreat (see handbook for full schedule)
- Sept 9th (optional): Pride Parade (BPA organization walks in the pride parade)
- Sept 11: Symphonic Orchestra - 4:15p - 6:30p
- Sept 11: Concert Orchestra Marching Band rehearsal - 6:45p - 7:45p
- Sept 12: Concert Orchestra - 4:15p - 6:15p
- Sept 18 - 19: rehearsal
- Sept 25 - 26: rehearsal
- Oct 2 - 3: rehearsal (sectionals winds, brass, and perc)
- Oct 9 - 10: no rehearsal
- Oct 16 - 17: rehearsals (strings sectionals)
- Oct 23 - 24: rehearsal
- Oct 30 - 31: rehearsal

CONCERT #1 - Nov 4th
- 10a Symphony (Dress Rehearsal in Concert Attire)
- 11a Concert (Dress Rehearsal in Concert Attire)
- 1:30p Back in building
- 2:00p Concert

- Nov 6 - 7: rehearsal
- Nov 11th: Morning Coffee Crawl (chamber ensembles)
- Nov 13 - 14: rehearsal
- Nov 20 - 21: no rehearsal (Thanksgiving)
- Nov 27 - 28: rehearsals resume!
- Dec 4 - 5: rehearsal
- Dec 4 - 8: BPYO strings auditions
- Dec 11 - 12: rehearsal
- Dec 18 - 19: rehearsal

WINTER BREAK!
- Jan 8 - 9: rehearsal resume
- Jan 11th: First BPYO Strings rehearsal - 4:15 - 5:45
- Jan 15 - 16: rehearsal
- Jan 18th: BPYO Strings rehearsal
- Jan 22 - 23: rehearsals (sectionals winds, brass, perc)
- Jan 25th: BPYO Strings rehearsal
- Jan 24 - 25: Concerto Competition (Applications available Dec 1st)
- Jan 29 - 30: rehearsal (sectionals string)
- Feb 1st: BPYO Strings rehearsal (sectionals for strings)
- Feb 5 - 6: rehearsal
- Feb 8th: BPYO Strings rehearsal
- Feb 12 - 13: rehearsal
- Feb 15th: BPYO Strings rehearsal
- Feb 19 - 20: rehearsal
- Feb 22nd: BPYO Strings rehearsal
- Feb 26 - 27: rehearsal
- Feb 29th: BPYO Strings rehearsal

**CONCERT #2 - March 2nd**
- 10a Symphony (Dress Rehearsal)
- 11a Concert (Dress Rehearsal)
- 12p BPYO strings (dress rehearsal)
- 1:30p Back in building
- 2:00p Concert

- March 4 - 5: rehearsal
- March 7th: BPYO Strings rehearsal
- March 11 - 12: rehearsal (sectionals winds brass perc)
- March 14th: BPYO Strings rehearsal
- March 18 - 19: SPRING BREAK!
- March 25 - 26: rehearsal (sectional strings)
- March 28th: BPYO Strings rehearsal (string sectionals)
- April 1st-2nd: rehearsal
- April 4th: BPYO Strings rehearsal
- April 8 - 9: rehearsal (Senior Night)
- April 11th: BPYO Strings rehearsal
- April 15 - 16: rehearsal
- April 18th: BPYO Strings rehearsal
- April 22 - 23: rehearsal
-**April 25th**: BPYO strings rehearsal

**CONCERT #3 - April 27th**

- 10a Symphony (Dress Rehearsal)
- 11a Concert (Dress Rehearsal)
- 12p BPYO strings (dress rehearsal)
- 1:30p Back in building
- 2:00p Concert

**Apr 29 - May 3**: BPYO 24-25 auditions

**May 6-10**: BPYO 24-25 auditions